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Depopulation  
#1 Global Issue Since 1968 

 
The issue of population, rather depopulation has always been the key, but silent issue 
for the world since 1968.  On October 18th, 2020, James Corbett of the Corbett Report 
posted a thought provoking report which spoke to my premise that Covid-19 and 5G are 
two parts of an intricate plan to begin massive genocide that do not necessarily expose 
the larger objective.  As you will soon discern, this article is evidentiary proof of collusion 
at the highest levels of world government. 
  

 
  
You'll recall that back in April of this year I examined the question of whether or not 
there was foreknowledge of the plandemic.  
  
Specifically, that episode of Questions for Corbett looked at: 

 Event 201 
 Insider trading in the US Senate 
 The "failure" of US medical intelligence 
 The shut down of the US' pandemic early warning system in September 2019 
 The record numbers of CEOs quitting their jobs 
 The Federal Reserve's moves in the Repo market in September 2019, 

...and several other signs that those in positions of power knew that 2020 was going to 
be the year of COVID. 

https://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/sociopolitica2/esp_sociopol_nwo297.htm
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-us-canada-51976484
https://www.theamericanconservative.com/articles/the-staggering-collapse-of-u-s-intelligence-on-the-coronavirus/
https://archive.is/2kjWS
https://www.nbcnews.com/business/business-news/why-have-more-1-000-ceos-left-their-post-past-n1076201
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FAbXuJ2tK90
https://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/imagenes_ciencia4/coronavirus198_01.jpg
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But April seems like an eternity ago and many more pieces of suspiciously predictive 
activities been dug up in the meantime. 
 
So, in the interest of continuing this exploration, let's examine 10 more signs of 
plandemic foreknowledge... 
   
1) Crimson Contagion 
  
In 2019 the US Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) held a pandemic 
exercise called Crimson Contagion, which, the mainstream press notes, was "eerily 
similar" to the current scamdemic... 
  
The exercise scenario envisioned a novel strain of pandemic influenza originating in 
China and being brought back to the US by international tourists. 
  
So why did the exercise make it into the mainstream press at all? Because Orange Man 
Bad (Trump), of course.  
  
More specifically, because it provides the "Bin Ladin Determined to Strike in US" cover 
story for this neo-9/11, subtly reinforcing the narrative by suggesting that COVID-19 is a 
real and existential threat to the U.S. and that the valiant leadership of the HHS tried to 
warn the White House about PPE shortages and other preparedness shortcomings. 
  
Extra points if you recognize this drill from my coverage of it in COVID-911 - From 
Homeland Security to Biosecurity. 
  
   
2) Canada's Pandemic Warning System Shut Down Right Before COVID-19 
  
Canada's international alert system for disease outbreaks - the Global Public Health 
Intelligence Network, or GPHIN, which, The Globe and Mail helpfully informs us, is 
"highly regarded" - was "silenced" by the Canadian government in early 2019.  
  
And we all know what happened at the end of 2019... 
  
This story once again serves to bolster the mainstream narrative by portraying the novel 
coronavirus as a real and existential threat that could have been prevented if only the 
government had plowed more money into its public health department and paid more 
attention to the epidemiologists (who, as we have seen this year, never get anything 
wrong). 
  
  
3) "Simulation" of the Deliberate Release of a Lethal Respiratory Pathogen 
Planned for 2020 
  

https://archive.org/details/crimson-contagion-2019/mode/2up
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/crimson-contagion-exercise-trump-administration-failures_n_5e744105c5b6eab7794560e6?guccounter=1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Donald_Trump_in_popular_culture#Skin_color
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Donald_Trump_in_popular_culture#Skin_color
https://nsarchive2.gwu.edu/NSAEBB/NSAEBB116/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Personal_protective_equipment
https://www.corbettreport.com/covid911/
https://www.corbettreport.com/covid911/
https://www.theglobeandmail.com/canada/article-what-happened-with-canadas-pandemic-alert-system-the-gphin/
https://www.theglobeandmail.com/canada/article-without-early-warning-you-cant-have-early-response-how-canadas/
https://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/ciencia3/ciencia_coronavirus.htm
https://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/ciencia3/ciencia_coronavirus.htm
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The Global Preparedness Monitoring Board is a body convened by the World Bank and 
the World Health Organization (WHO) that seeks to 
 
"ensure preparedness for global health crises"... 
 
In their 2019 "Annual report on global preparedness for health emergencies" they 
warned, a propos of absolutely nothing, of the, 
 
"very real threat of a rapidly moving, highly lethal pandemic of a respiratory pathogen 
killing 50 to 80 million people and wiping out nearly 5% of the world's economy." 
 
They also set a number of goals for 2020, including: 
 
The United Nations (including WHO) conducts at least two system-wide training and 
simulation exercises, including one for covering the deliberate release of a lethal 
respiratory pathogen. 
 
But don't worry, guys! That's just a "simulation," and we all know that drills never go 
live... 
  
  
4) The WHO Warns of "New Normal" of Pandemic Outbreaks... in 2019 
  
Last June, Dr. Michael Ryan - the executive director of the WHO's health emergencies 
program - told BBC News that, 
 
"We are entering a very new phase of high impact epidemics and this isn't just Ebola."  
In case you didn't get the warning, he added:  
 
"This is a new normal, I don't expect the frequency of these events to reduce." 
 
Look out, folks, we've got a regular Nostradamus here. 
  
Dr. Ryan, it should be noted, is the same WHO official who announced that the "new 
normal" of the COVID-19 era involves governments forcibly removing those suspected 
of infection from their homes and separating them from their families.  
  
Oddly, he forgot to mention that part when speaking to the BBC last year. 
  
  
5) A Comic Book Published by the EU Envisioned 'A Global Pandemic Stopped by 
the EU' 
  
This one has to be seen to be believed: 
  
  

https://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/ciencia/ciencia_industrybigpharma.htm#The_WHO_
https://apps.who.int/gpmb/about.html
https://apps.who.int/gpmb/assets/annual_report/GPMB_annualreport_2019.pdf
https://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/esp_sociopol_un.htm
https://www.corbettreport.com/911wargames/
https://www.corbettreport.com/911wargames/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Michael_J._Ryan_(doctor)
https://www.bbc.com/news/health-48547983
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2v3vlw14NbM&feature=youtu.be&t=3000
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 What you are looking at is a page from 'Infected,' a comic book published by the EU 
Publications Office in 2012... 
  
No, you read that right: 
A comic book published by the EU Publications Office... 
 
And what's the story of this comic book adventure? 
During a tour of a P4 biosecurity lab in China, a time traveler from the year 2111 arrives 
to warn the assembled scientists that, in the future, a pandemic will ravage the planet.  
  

https://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/archivos_pdf/infected.pdf
https://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/sociopolitica/sociopol_globalization_eu.htm
https://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/imagenes_ciencia4/coronavirus198_02.jpg
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In order to prevent the calamity, the time traveler provides the scientists with some 
vials of biological material that he says will be necessary to "nip any pandemic in the 
bud." 
  
Terrorists try to steal the material *blah blah blah*, man scratched by a monkey *yadda 
yadda*, global infectious outbreak *etc., etc.*, and then... (you guessed it!)... the EU 
saves the day through an unprecedented global health campaign dubbed "The Way 
Forward." 
  

 
  
 Yes, luckily for humanity, the EU-led "one health" approach saved us all from this "new 
era" of zoonotic pandemic outbreaks that we have just entered... 
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 Personally, if I were a citizen of the EU I'd be upset that some portion of my taxes goes 
toward paying for the production of propaganda schlock like this.  
  
After all, these are the same people who produced the dumbest propaganda video ever. 
  
Oh, and just for the record, although the imaginary P4 lab in the comic is said to be in 
"Beijing," China's first (and only) P4 lab is in fact in Wuhan. 
  
  
6) COVID-19 Test Kits Being Sold in 2017? 
  
The World Bank runs a website called the World Integrated Trade Solution (WITS) that 
tracks global trade data by product using their "Harmonized System" (HS) tracking 
codes.  
  
On September 4, 2020, they posted data on COVID-19 test kits that raised some 
eyebrows. You see, the website indicated that these COVID-19 test kits were being sold 
as far back as 2017! 
 
Proof positive that the whole thing was planned years in advance, right? 
Sigh... 

https://www.corbettreport.com/the-dumbest-propaganda-video-ever-propagandawatch/
http://www.xinhuanet.com/english/2018-01/04/c_136872077.htm
https://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/sociopolitica/sociopol_bisimfwb.htm#World_Bank_-_Banco_Mundial
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Harmonized_System
https://wits.worldbank.org/trade/comtrade/en/country/ALL/year/2017/tradeflow/Exports/partner/WLD/nomen/h5/product/300215
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A cursory glance at the data would give even the most credulous truther pause for 
thought about the significance of this "find." 
  
If we were to take this posting at face value, then we have to believe that not only were 
58 separate countries producing and exporting these COVID-19 test kits (meaning that 
tens of thousands of people would have been involved in their production, sale, shipping 
and storage), but that countries like Switzerland were producing over 2,000,000 kg 
worth of these kits (valued at a cool $23 billion) without a single person anywhere in this 
supply chain asking,  
 
"What's COVID-19, anyway?", 
 
...and not a single person coming out afterward to say, 
 
"You know, I thought it was odd that we were exporting billions of dollars’ worth of these 
COVID-19 test kits, but it was even weirder when COVID-19 was identified and named 
three years later"... 
 
Or, you know, the test kits were general medical test kits that were relabeled for COVID-
19 use in April of this year and retroactively relabeled in the WITS system.  
 
Because that's exactly what the fact checkers are saying... 
 
And you know what? I believe them. ("Oooooooh, I just knew James was a globalist 
shill!" jeers the crowd.) 
  
The World Customs Organization even announced the reclassification in April of this 
year. 
  
This is another example of how poorly researched information gets passed around 
online so that the fact checkers can arrive on their white horses and save the day by 
dispelling the obvious misinformation (Gates and the God gene vaccine at the CIA, 
anyone?). 
  
So I don't consider this one plandemic foreknowledge at all, but thought I would throw it 
in to put the debunking on record. 
  
   
7) A White House Advisory Group published a Report on 'How a Pandemic Would 
Ravage the Economy'... in September 2019 
  
In September 2019 the White House's Council of Economic Advisors published a report 
on "Mitigating the Impact of Pandemic Influenza through Vaccine Innovation."  
  
The report warned of, 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Worldwide_Incidents_Tracking_System
https://www.reuters.com/article/uk-factcheck-covid-worldbank-2017-2018-idUSKBN26025U
http://www.wcoomd.org/en/media/newsroom/2020/april/joint-wco-who-hs-classification-list-for-covid_19-medical-supplies-issued.aspx
https://www.corbettreport.com/fact-check-bill-gates-and-the-god-gene-vaccine/
https://www.whitehouse.gov/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/Mitigating-the-Impact-of-Pandemic-Influenza-through-Vaccine-Innovation.pdf
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"the potentially large health and economic losses in the United States associated with 
influenza pandemics," estimating that such a pandemic would cause "from $413 billion 
to $3.79 trillion" worth of damage to the economy.  
 
And, as the title suggests, it argues that, 
"[n]ewer technologies, like cell-based or recombinant vaccines" could help drastically 
mitigate that damage... 
 
Unsurprisingly, the usual MSM presstitutes used the story to reinforce the narrative that, 
pandemic diseases are the new normal that the US is woefully unprepared to fight the 
war on the invisible enemy, and that investment in novel vaccine technologies can help 
save the country from economic ruination... 
  
   
8) Central Bank Gold Repatriation 
  
You might remember back in 2013 when Germany's Bundesbank issue a remarkable 
statement announcing that they would repatriate 674 tons of their gold holding from the 
New York FED.  
  
You may even remember that they specifically set a 2020 deadline for that repatriation. 
But did you know that Austria's central bank followed suit in 2015 with an 
announcement that they, too, would repatriate the country's gold by 2020?  
  
And did you know that the Polish central bank repatriated 100 tonnes of its gold from 
the Bank of England's vaults in a series of secret airlifts ending in November 2019? 
 
All of these pieces of evidence led analysts like Ronan Manly to predict that, 
 
2020 would be the year of the great "system reset," a transformation of the world 
financial system that would ultimately be used to usher in a new international monetary 
order... 
 
This has nothing to do with a pandemic, of course, but then again, neither does the 
financial crisis we're living through.  
  
The truth is that the current financial meltdown has been gathering steam for years and 
was well underway for at least a year prior to any of this COVID-19 hysteria.  
  
"Following the money" to track down the real perpetrators of this crime seems as good 
advice for would-be scamdemic investigators as it is for 9/11 investigators. 
  
  
Conclusion 
  

https://archive.is/kylmE
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2013-01-16/bundesbank-official-statement-gold-repatriation
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2013-01-16/bundesbank-official-statement-gold-repatriation
https://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/esp_sociopol_fed.htm
https://www.oenb.at/en/Media/Press-Archives/2015/20150528.html
https://www.oenb.at/en/Media/Press-Archives/2015/20150528.html
https://www.bullionstar.com/blogs/ronan-manly/polish-central-bank-airlifts-8000-gold-bars-100-tonnes-from-london-to-warsaw/
https://wallstreetonparade.com/2020/06/investors-were-being-blocked-from-fund-withdrawals-months-before-the-pandemic/
https://www.corbettreport.com/episode-308-911-trillions-follow-the-money/
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As you can see, there were many different warnings that a pandemic emergency was 
set to take place this year.  
  
As you can also see, 
there is no "smoking gun" that proves anything specific about COVID-19.  
  
Even worse, many of these "warnings" actually serve to bolster the narrative that this 
scamdemic really is an 'emergency' - one that we could have prevented if only we'd 
thrown more money at Big Pharma and given more power to the public health 
technocrats. 
 
But such is the nature of these large-scale events.  
  
Amateur sleuthers get caught up searching for the single, undeniable "smoking gun" 
and lose sight of the bigger picture. 
  
The bigger picture here is that - exactly as demonstrated in, 

 Medical Martial Law  
 Medical Martial Law 2020  
 COVID-911, 

 
...the groundwork for the emergence of the biosecurity state has been carefully laid over 
the course of the past two decades (at least).  
  
From the passage of emergency health legislation to the creation of new pandemic 
preparedness offices to the signing of international health treaties, this medical martial 
law infrastructure has ensured that - regardless of whether it is real or fake, planned or 
unplanned, 
 
any public health crisis could be used as the trigger for the beginning of the biosecurity 
era... 
 
By all means, keep looking for that smoking gun (and, if you happen to find it, let me 
know in the comments below).  
  
But unless we discuss What No One is Saying about the Corona Crisis and address the 
root of this new biosecurity paradigm, the bioterrorists will get away with their scam... 
  
As James Corbett says, looking for the smoking gun causes us to lose focus of the big 
picture, which I submit is, how can the world kill millions of people and get away with it 
in the process of bringing in global totalitarianism?  
 
The legal eagles of the German Corona Extra-Parliamentary Inquiry Committee26,27 
are not the only ones calling the COVID-19 pandemic out as a fraud and cover-up of a 
more nefarious agenda.  
 

https://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/ciencia/ciencia_industrybigpharma.htm
https://www.corbettreport.com/episode-086-medical-martial-law/
https://www.corbettreport.com/mml2020/
https://www.corbettreport.com/covid911/
https://www.corbettreport.com/what-no-one-is-saying-about-the-corona-crisis/
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In a video a few months ago, Vladimir Kvachkov, a former colonel of Russian military 
intelligence, calls COVID-19 a false pandemic, planned and implemented with the goal 
of gaining totalitarian control over the world population. It started with 9/11, Kvachkov 
says, and the coronavirus is the next step to continue the power grab.  
 
“It’s all a lie and needs to be considered as a global, strategic special operation,” 
Kvachkov says. “These are command and staff exercises of the world’s behind-the-
scenes powers on controlling humanity.” 
 
Comparing it to a military exercise, Kvachkov says the ultimate aim is to reduce the 
world’s population to 1 billion “ordinary” people and just 100 million of those in control — 
with the ordinary people being there to serve the 100 million. 
 
In short, he says, the “artificially created” and “purposely spread” coronavirus has four 
dimensions. The first is religion and population reduction; the second is to establish 
political control over humanity; the third is to deflate the world economy; and the fourth 
is to eliminate geo-economic competition. 
 
“The real problem is that when human societies lose their freedom, it’s not usually 
because tyrants have taken it away. It’s usually because people willingly surrender their 
freedom in return for protection against some external threat. And the threat is usually a 
real threat but usually exaggerated.  Let’s get honest here folks, this is the final stages 
of the Adam Weishaupt plan brought forth in 1776: 
 

The Illuminati had five goals, including:  
 
(a) Abolition of monarchies and all ordered governments,  
(b) Abolition of private property and inheritances,   
(c) Abolition of patriotism and nationalism,  
(d) Abolition of family life and the institution of marriage, and the establishment 
of communal education of children,  
(e) Abolition of all religion. 

 
This is what we are seeing now closing in on humanity. The pressure on politicians has 
come from the public. They want action. They don’t pause to ask whether the action will 
work. They don’t ask themselves whether the cost will be worth paying. They want 
action anyway. And anyone who has studied history will recognize here the classic 
symptoms of collective hysteria.   
 
Hysteria is infectious. We are working ourselves up into a lather in which we exaggerate 
the threat and stop asking ourselves whether the cure may be worse than the disease. 
 
It is time to ask ourselves some very pressing questions. Is it reasonable to expect 
government to eliminate ALL infection and ALL death? They’ve proven they cannot, yet 
we keep relinquishing more and more freedoms and liberties because they claim doing 
so will keep everyone safer. It’s an enticing lie, but a lie nonetheless.  
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Remember, they sold us on the business shutdowns and home quarantining by saying 
we just need to flatten the curve of infection to avoid hospital overcrowding. Now, 
hospitals are near-empty and deaths are so low they’re not even reported anymore. Yet 
lockdowns remain in many areas and some — Australia being a prime example — has 
reached shocking new heights.   
 
Sooner or later everyone must decide which is more important: Personal liberty or false 
security? The good news is that many are starting to see the writing on the wall; they’re 
starting to see we’ve been “had,” and are starting to choose liberty over brutal 
totalitarianism in the name of public health. 
 
In 1770, Mayer Amschel Rothschild married Gutta Schnapper. In that same year, he 
retained Jewish-born, Adam Weishaupt, an apostate Jesuit-trained professor of canon 
law, to revise and modernize Illuminism, the worship of Satan, with the objective of 
world domination and the imposition of the Luciferian ideology “upon what would remain 
of the human race after a final orchestrated social-cataclysm. In 1773, Mayer 
summoned twelve wealthy men to Frankfort and asked them to pool their resources, 
then presented the 25-point plan that would enable them to gain control of the wealth, 
natural resources and manpower of the entire world.  The 1781 Congress of 
Wilhelmsbad solidified the grand agenda of conquering the world for Lucifer.  
 
 Those 25 points are: 
 
1. Use violence and terrorism rather than academic discussions. 
 
2. Preach “Liberalism” to usurp political power. 
 
3. Initiate class warfare. 
 
4. Politicians must be cunning and deceptive – any moral code leaves a politician 
vulnerable. 
 
5. Dismantle “existing forces of order and regulation.” Reconstruct all existing 
institutions.” 
 
6. Remain invisible until the very moment when it has gained such strength that no 
cunning or force can undermine it. 
 
7. Use Mob Psychology to control the masses. “Without absolute despotism one cannot 
rule efficiently.” 
 
8. Advocate the use of alcoholic liquors, drugs, moral corruption and all forms of vice, 
used systematically by “agenteurs” to corrupt the youth. 
 
9. Seize properties by any means to secure submission and sovereignty. 
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10. Foment wars and control the peace conferences so that neither of the combatants 
gains territory placing them further in debt and therefore into our power. 
 
11. Choose candidates for public office who will be “servile and obedient to our 
commands, so they may be readily used as pawns in our game.” 
 
12. Use the Press for propaganda to control all outlets of public information, while 
remaining in the shadows, clear of blame. 
 
13. Make the masses believe they had been the prey of criminals. Then restore order to 
appear as the saviors. 
 
14. Create financial panics. Use hunger to control to subjugate the masses. 
 
15. Infiltrate Freemasonry to take advantage of the Grand Orient Lodges to cloak the 
true nature of their work in philanthropy. Spread their atheistic-materialistic ideology 
amongst the “Goyim” (gentiles). 
 
16. When the hour strikes for our sovereign lord of the entire World to be crowned, their 
influence will banish everything that might stand in his way. 
 
17. Use systematic deception, high-sounding phrases and popular slogans. “The 
opposite of what has been promised can always be done afterwards… That is of no 
consequence.” 
 
18. A Reign of Terror is the most economical way to bring about speedy subjection. 
 
19. Masquerade as political, financial and economic advisers to carry out our mandates 
with Diplomacy and without fear of exposing “the secret power behind national and 
international affairs.” 
 
20. Ultimate world government is the goal. It will be necessary to establish huge 
monopolies, so even the largest fortunes of the Goyim will depend on us to such an 
extent that they will go to the bottom together with the credit of their governments on the 
day after the great political smash.” 
 
21. Use economic warfare. Rob the “Goyim” of their landed properties and industries 
with a combination of high taxes and unfair competition. 
 
22. “Make the ‘Goyim’ destroy each other so there will only be the proletariat left in the 
world, with a few millionaires devoted to our cause, and sufficient police and soldiers to 
protect our interest.” 
 
23. Call it The New Order. Appoint a Dictator. 
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24. Fool, bemuse and corrupt the younger members of society by teaching them 
theories and principles we know to be false. 
 
25 Twist national and international laws into a contradiction which first masks the law 
and afterwards hides it altogether. Substitute arbitration for law.” 
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The former Russian general is right you know.  Vladimir Kvachkov, called COVID-19 a 
false pandemic, planned and implemented with the goal of gaining totalitarian control 
over the world population. It started with 9/11, Kvachkov says, and the coronavirus is 
the next step to continue the power grab.  
 

“It’s all a lie and needs to be considered as a global, strategic special operation,” 
Kvachkov says. “These are command and staff exercises of the world’s behind-the-
scenes powers on controlling humanity.” 

 
Kvachkov knows who lies behind this power grab.  Russian President Vladimir Putin 
knows quite well who it is that is exploiting the overthrow of the U.S.  Russia does not 
fear the U.S., rather his concerns are focused on the Jesuit-controlled Vatican and their 
“Fiduciary Agents”, the Rothschild’s.  Putin may just turn out to be the smartest chess 
player in this Monopoly game to control the world, at least for now! 

 

 
 
Everything that James Corbett shared in the above screams out of foreknowledge?  It 
would be a serious oversight to discount the existence of the Chinese participation in a 
global scam or “exercise” that began with the Chinese Drill for Coronavirus 30 Days 
before the Wuhan Military Games.   
 
As far back as February 24, 2020, Makia Freeman was writing to the effect that new 
evidence has emerged that not only were Western Governments, Agencies and Key 
Players simulating a coronavirus outbreak before it happened – so too was the Chinese 
Government in a drill on September 18th 2019, 30 days before the Wuhan Military 
Games.  Activities are never a spur of the moment decision; rather they are signatures 
of sophisticated planning and preparation with a given objective. 
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Is this evidence of Chinese Government foreknowledge? What are the chances it would 
have run a drill for the exact type of pathogen that later became an epidemic? Is the 
Chinese Government in on this?  Or is it mere speculative coincidence like all the others 
noted by James Corbett? 
 

 

Chinese authorities conducted a drill for a novel coronavirus 30 days before the Wuhan 
Military Games began. Note from Jennifer Zeng: There is no photo caption in the 
original report. Could be someone giving a presentation. 
 

Is a now another factor in the mysterious and ongoing coronavirus epidemic. Thanks to 
the brave reporting of Chinese citizen journalist Jennifer Zeng (and Spiro Skouras for 
his video interview), we have learnt some shocking information: the Chinese 
Government ran a drill or exercise on September 18th, 2019, in Wuhan, where they 
simulated a response for … a novel coronavirus strain!  What are the chances of the 
Chinese authorities randomly choosing to practice for a coronavirus entering their 
country, given the thousands of pathogens and diseases they could have practiced for? 
This drill was held exactly 30 days before the key date of October 18th, 2019 – the 
same date when the Wuhan Military Games began and also the very same date when 
Event 201 (Big Pharma, Bill Gates, China’s CDC, America’s CDC, etc.) was held in the 
USA which was also simulating a ‘fictional’ scenario of how to handle a coronavirus 
epidemic. 
 
Chinese Government Foreknowledge Beyond the Realm of Coincidence 
On her site, Zeng posted a English translation of the Chinese article Wuhan Customs 
Holds 30 Days Countdown to Military Games and Emergency Response Drill at Ports 

https://thefreedomarticles.com/coronavirus-5g-connection-coverup-vaccines-transhumanism/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AsKvEC0KV0Y
https://www.jenniferzengblog.com/home/2020/2/20/wuhan-customs-holds-30-days-countdown-to-military-games-and-emergency-response-drill-at-ports-30
https://www.jenniferzengblog.com/home/2020/2/20/wuhan-customs-holds-30-days-countdown-to-military-games-and-emergency-response-drill-at-ports-30
https://397145-1250082-raikfcquaxqncofqfm.stackpathdns.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/02/Chinese-Government-foreknowledge-coronavirus-drill-2.jpg
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which revealed the drill, which is highly reminiscent of Western (especially USG) false 
flag operations, which usually contain telltale signs of manipulation such as 
foreknowledge and ‘coincidental’ drills for an attack or event which later becomes 
reality. Here are the first 3 paragraphs: 
 
“This afternoon (September 18), an inbound flight from an unknown country arrived at 
Wuhan Tianhe International Airport. All in a sudden, the portal nuclear radiation 
monitoring system alarmed. Wuhan Tianhe International Airport Customs, subordinate 
of Wuhan Customs, immediately controlled and reinvestigated the passenger who 
triggered the alarm and his baggage. It is found that the passenger was carrying a bottle 
of “Myanmar ore” which seriously exceeded the standard radiation level. 
 
In the meantime, an airline company reported that “A passenger on the inbound flight 
felt uncomfortable, had trouble breathing, and showed unstable vital signs”. The airport 
customs immediately initiated the contingency plan and quickly started to transfer the 
patient, clean the aircraft, and further investigate those who had direct and indirect 
contacts with the passenger. Two hours later, the Wuhan Emergency Center reported 
that the patient had been clinically diagnosed as novel coronavirus infection. 
 
This picture shows the scene where the port emergency response drill was held at the 
Wuhan airport during the day, in response to the 30-day countdown to the 2019 Wuhan 
Customs Military Games. With the Military Game opening within 30 days, the joint 
executive committee of the Wuhan Customs and Military Games Commission held this 
emergency response drill at the Wuhan Tianhe Airport, by the theme of “Safeguarding 
the Customs and Ensuring the Security of the Military Games.” The purpose of this drill 
was to enhance risk prevention at the ports, to increase the effectiveness of portal 
inspections, and to further strengthen the ability of Wuhan Custom to react to urgent 
incidents, especially in areas of public health …” 
 
The picture referred to is either this one below or the featured image above: 
 
Note from Jennifer Zeng: There is no photo caption in the original report. Could be 
people attending the drill. 
 
As I have been contending since January of this year, 5G is the real threat, not a virus 
that even the CDC just stated is NOT contagious.  UK author and speaker David Icke 
reported this in his weekly program conducted with his son.  This is not to say that the 
next lockdown phase 2 will not have a virus with greater lethality which by the way was 
revealed by the President of Ghambia, Nana Akufo-Addo revealed on October 21st.   
The full text of his release is in my article, “Full Text of Permanent World Lockdown 
Plot!”  I have no doubt the next step [phase 2] of their virus will really be the 5G 
EMF wireless energy “modulated” up to that point of their strategic plan [see last 
two pages of this article for schedule].   The plan is brilliant, of that we have to 
admit.  As the 5G drops people in their footprints, the cry will be: “We told you so 
to wear your masks, social distance, and lockdown.  Trump did not take us 
serious, and so he is at fault for the rising deaths” –(Fauci, Birx, Gates, et.al.) 
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As Zeng says, the average person in China has no idea about the source of the virus, 
the background to the epidemic and now this new information on Chinese Government 
foreknowledge. The majority of people there get their information via China’s social 
media platforms such as WeChat and Weibo – which are heavily monitored and 
censored. In fact, there were draconian new laws just passed in China, which decree 
that you get 15 years in jail for “spreading rumors” and the death sentence for 
“purposely spreading (the coronavirus) disease.” So what are the implications of this? 
 
Firstly, it shows that Chinese Government – just like the major Western players, USG, 
CDC, Big Pharma, Bill Gates and co – are in on it. 
 
Secondly, it potentially weakens the theory that this is a race-based bioweapon. If the 
Chinese knew this was coming and allowed it (at the very least) or deliberately created 
and released it (at the very worst), they are shooting themselves in the foot. It is far 
more likely that if they were going to release it in their own territory, they would create a 
non-race-based bioweapon. Reports are that deaths have climbed in Iran and are 
starting to accumulate all over the world, so the jury is still out on this issue. It should be 
noted that the U.S.government certainly has a long history of experimenting upon its 
own citizens [e.g. Operation Sea-Spray (1950), Norfolk Naval Supply Center 
experiments (1951), Operation Big Itch (1954), Project 112 (1962), etc.]. Why assume 
the Chinese Government is any better?  They are in this together up to their necks! 

https://thefreedomarticles.com/bioweapons-bioterrorism-lyme-disease-weaponized-ticks/
https://thefreedomarticles.com/bioweapons-bioterrorism-lyme-disease-weaponized-ticks/
https://397145-1250082-raikfcquaxqncofqfm.stackpathdns.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/02/Chinese-Government-foreknowledge-coronavirus-drill-1.jpg
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Is the Chinese Government signing on to the depopulation agenda? 
 
This is yet more evidence of the NWO agendas being rolled out in conjunction with the 
coronavirus masking for 5G depopulation. 
 
There are still many more questions than answers with this coronavirus epidemic, 
however Chinese Government foreknowledge is a very interesting piece of the puzzle. I 
will end by linking to another article on Zeng’s website, A State of Torture, which details 
her extreme suffering at the hands of the brutal Chinese regime which in 1999 turned 
against Falun Gong practitioners, imprisoning them, torturing them, killing them and 
even harvesting their organs. Falun Gong (or Falun Dafa) is a modern Chinese spiritual 
practice that combines meditation and exercises with a morality-focused philosophy on 
the 3 qualities of truth, compassion and tolerance. It differs from Qi Gong schools in its 
absence of fees or formal membership and its lack of ritual. It is entirely apolitical! It has 
been shown time and time again to greatly improve mental and physical health. At one 
point, 1 in every 12 Chinese people were practicing it. Although it in no way threatened 
the Chinese Government, officials felt outnumbered and their power threatened, so they 
destroyed it in a savage and sickening fashion. This is, unfortunately, the kind of 
darkness we are dealing with when it comes to the Chinese Government. 
 
 
Anyone thinking that China is a respecter of well-being of the Chinese people are naïve 
or ignorant of life in China.  The news site Breitbart reported that video filmed secretly 
inside China and uploaded to YouTube over the past month documented about 20,000 
concentration camp victims shuttled to textile factories and forced to work 12 hours a 
day, every day of the week. 
 
Radio Free Asia (RFA) reported Thursday on the videos filmed by Miradil Hesen, a 
resident of the Aksu province where a major textile factory is located. In his videos, 
Hesen gave detailed accounts of young women and other ethnic Uyghurs from the 
prefecture’s Uchturpan (Wushi) county who are being forced to work at the Aksu Huafu 
Textile Factory 12 hours a day, with only one day free each month. 
 
Rooms for workers are provided, but workers must provide their own food, said Hesen, 
now under arrest in eastern China’s Jiangsu province after being sought by police for 
downloading Instagram onto his mobile phone and for publishing videos criticizing 
China over rights abuses. 
 
Salaries drawn by forced laborers in Aksu, who earn only 1,500 yuan per month (U.S. 
$220) are not enough on which to live, and deductions of from 40 to 50 yuan (U.S. $6-7) 
are removed from workers’ pay for time taken off for reasons not normally allowed, 
Hesen said. 
 
RFA said it was able to confirm Hesen’s videos using telephone interviews and public 
domain documents.  These are Chinese Muslims being persecuted by the Chinese 
Communist Party! 

https://thefreedomarticles.com/5-nwo-agendas-accompanying-coronavirus-epidemic/
https://www.jenniferzengblog.com/home/a-state-of-torture
https://poplively.com/35-famous-celebs-whove-aged-horribly/
https://poplively.com/35-famous-celebs-whove-aged-horribly/
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Hesen claimed executives in the Asku textile industry made deals with the officials who 
run the Uchturpan camps to obtain forced labor from detainees. The camps would 
“release” their prisoners, only for those unfortunates to be marched right into the Aksu 
textile factories as virtual slaves. RFA spoke to an Uchturpan official who did not deny 
the arrangement and refused to discuss how the textile company compensated local 
officials for the shipments of forced labor. 
 
A representative of the company that owns the Aksu Huafu Textile Factory confirmed to 
RFA that it employs about 20,000 detainees from the Xinjiang concentration camps at 
the Asku facility. The representative said she was not aware of the precise terms of their 
employment or compensation. 
 
The Chinese Communist Party (CCP) claims the concentration camps are really huge 
“vocational training centers” whose “graduates” go on to find productive employment in 
various regional industries. 
 
The Trump administration has been tightening import restrictions against products made 
with forced labor, including textiles. To date, five Chinese entities linked to goods made 
with forced Uyghur labor have been banned from importing those products to the United 
States. 
 
Relative to the World Military Games, it was known that China vaccinated the entire 
nation of China at the beginning of September, but little detail as to why or the purpose. 
Reports of healthy military athletes coming down with flu like symptoms were reported 
in the press around the world.  These and various reports added to the peculiar 
problems occurring at the time of the unveiling of China’s “Smart City” of Wuhan, China. 
By late September, 2019, China Mobile Hubei Branch had activated 1,580 5G base 
stations in the city as of mid-October, achieving the 5G coverage of universities, 
transportation hubs and other densely populated areas, according to the branch.  
Wuhan City, the capital of Hubei, was expected to have 10,000 5G base stations by the 
end of 2019, said Song Qizhu, head of Hubei Provincial Communication Administration. 
We also know that 5G in Wuhan was being “modulated” in lower Gigahertz ranges; so 
less than 20% of the 5G network in Wuhan was operational at the time of the “turn-on” 
point, and that was being tweaked by Chinese telecom! 
 
China’s secrecy worked to the benefit of China’s ruling Communist Party as well as the 
rest of the world because they were able to mask the deaths that came with 5G blamed 
as a virus pandemic.  The WHO officially declares a pandemic, which according to their 
definition only has to have three countries in the world to report the same symptoms.  
Isn’t that convenient?  That was an achievable number since Wuhan, China, and 
Seattle, WA, and Milan, Italy were primary centers for the alleged Corona virus 
outbreak; and the common denominator being was that all three were 5G “Smart 
Cities”.   Any health issues related to the roll out of 5G in these three world cities were 
passed off as a virus but more likely from poor health and sickness due to 
environmental pollution.  Wuhan, China and Milan, Italy are both well-known for their 
industrial pollution, clearly visible during daylight hours, like Pittsburgh, PA in the 1950s. 
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In the year since the roll out of 5G, we have accumulated far more than enough 
evidence, circumstantial as well as technical evidence to confirm our suspicions.  The 
volume of material that I have gathered since I first reported on the passengers infected 
on the  Diamond Princess cruise ship as been so great that only the ignorant can deny 
that 5G was conducted as a “live exercise” for which most of the leaders of the world 
were in the know, and waiting and watching to see how the plan was or was not 
successful.    
 
Since the elites like the Rothschild’s own and control the media, it was rather easy to 
see, know in advance before press / air time revealed anything incriminating that could 
jeopardize their global depopulation by way of 5G. They are able to control the narrative 
being propagandized to the public and local governments.  
 
A new study mathematically models how 5G induces coronaviruses (such as SARS-
CoV-2 or COVID-19) via millimeter wave penetration of our cells.  
  
5G can also influence and change our DNA. 
 
5G induces coronaviruses according to a new study just published on the U.S. NIH 
(National Institute of Health) website PubMed.gov and published earlier elsewhere.  
  
The study, entitled 5G Technology and Induction of Coronavirus in Skin Cells, comes to 
the shocking conclusion - shocking from a mainstream scientific viewpoint - that, 5G 
technology can instigate the body to produce viruses as a cellular response... 
 
Guess what?  
 
The 5G millimeter waves (so-called because they operate in extremely high frequencies 
where there is less than a millimeter between the wave peaks) can make the body 
produce not just any class of viruses but actually coronaviruses!  
 
This research peels back another layer of “Operation Coronavirus”, affirming the 
coronavirus 5G connection that I and others were warning about in February when this 
entire plandemic got off the ground.  
  
In that article it was asked the question: 
"What if 5G is being used to open up the skin of those in Wuhan so as to allow the new 
bioweapon coronavirus to infiltrate more easily?"  
 
Now with more information the question could be:  
"What if 5G is deliberately being used to open up the skin and simultaneously create 
coronaviruses?" 
  

Research Spells Out How EMF in the Form of 5G Induces Coronaviruses 
  
The entire abstract of the study is here to read: 

https://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/scalar_tech/esp_scalartech_cellphonesmicrowave.htm#5G
https://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/archivos_pdf/5g-technology-induction-coronavirus.pdf
https://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/ciencia3/ciencia_coronavirus.htm
https://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/scalar_tech/esp_scalartech_cellphonesmicrowave158.htm
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"In this research, we show that 5G millimeter waves could be absorbed by dermatologic 
cells acting like antennas, transferred to other cells and play the main role in producing 
Coronaviruses in biological cells.  
  
DNA is built from charged electrons and atoms and has an inductor-like structure.  
  
This structure could be divided into linear, toroid and round inductors. Inductors interact 
with external electromagnetic waves, move and produce some extra waves within the 
cells.  
  
The shapes of these waves are similar to shapes of hexagonal and pentagonal bases of 
their DNA source.  
  
These waves produce some holes in liquids within the nucleus. To fill these holes, some 
extra hexagonal and pentagonal bases are produced. 
  
These bases could join to each other and form virus-like structures such as 
Coronavirus. To produce these viruses within a cell, it is necessary that the wavelength 
of external waves be shorter than the size of the cell.  
  
Thus 5G millimeter waves could be good candidates for applying in constructing virus-
like structures such as Coronaviruses (COVID-19) within cells." 
 
In plain English, this is what it says:  
DNA is constructed from electrons and atoms which can be influenced by external EM 
waves.  
  
These waves produce holes in the cells. The body creates hexagonal and pentagonal 
DNA bases to fill these holes, and these bases can join together to make virus-like 
structures such as coronaviruses within our cells.  
  
This builds on the previously known fact that 5G acts upon the body's cells like a 
transmitter, and these cells in turn (especially the skins cells) act like antennae, 
absorbing signals and adjusting themselves based on those signals.  
 
This is, quite literally, mass programming... 
 
5G Has Very Short Wavelengths, Allowing it to Penetrate Cells and Influence 
(Control) DNA 
  
The study continues by outlining the exact method by which 5G induces coronaviruses: 
Thus, a DNA could emit some waves and interact with external waves.  
  
However, most waves have a length more than the size of cells and pass them without 
any effect. Only limited waves with lengths smaller than millimeter could penetrate into 
cell membrane and interact with DNA inductors.  
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These wavelengths could be observed in 5G technology information which appears at 
various sources, including a number of my articles on 5G EMF radiation sickness.  
  
Thus, towers in this technology, could exchange waves with DNAs within cells and 
produce various types of diseases such as COVID-19... 
 
In this study, we propose a mechanism for exchanged waves between towers and host 
cells to obtain effective wavelengths.  
  
In our method, skin cells act as dermatologic antenna, take waves in 5G technology and 
transfer them to host cells. Then, DNAs within host cells interact with these waves and 
move.  The aluminum breathed in from Chemtrail spraying over 25 years has made 
each and every one of us excellent antenna receptors for 5G radiation poisoning.    
  
By motions of a DNA, some hexagonal and pentagonal holes emerge. To fill these 
holes, some bases are constructed within cells.  
  
These holes join to each other and form RNAs of COVID-19." 
This is scary enough, however the bigger picture is even worse.  
  
The tiny waves of 5G can accomplish what other EMF technology (4G and below) 
cannot do, by penetrating the cell membrane and interacting with our DNA inductors.  
  
We're talking about the power to influence and manipulate our very DNA here: 
"An antenna could take waves in which their wavelengths are equal to its size.  
  
Thus, millimeter waves in 5G technology could be taken more by dermatologic 
antennas. These waves could pass the cell membranes, enter the nucleus and interact 
with DNAs. Previously, it has been shown that a DNA could act as the inductor and 
receiver or sender of waves.  
  
Thus, a DNA within a dermatologic cell like a keratinocyte receives external waves and 
sends them to DNAs of other cells like melanocytes.  
  
Waves in 5G technology and higher technologies could contribute in gene expressions, 
“turn on some genes and turn off others." 
 
Turn on and off your genes... 
That is SERIOUS power which 5G operators have over the population... 
 
This echoes what Makia Freeman wrote in the 2017 article 5G and IoT - Total 
Technological Control Grid Being Rolled Out Fast where she referenced the research of 
Israeli scientist Dr. Ben-Ishai, who showed that our sweat ducts work like helical 
antennas, absorbing energy and EM frequencies between 75-100 GHz, part of the 
range used by 5G. 

https://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/sociopolitica/sociopol_internet249.htm
https://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/sociopolitica/sociopol_internet249.htm
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5G Induces Coronaviruses - Further Implications 
  
So what are the implications of this study?  
  
There are many.  

 Firstly, if 5G can be weaponized and aimed at people, firing EMF and 
manipulating their DNA to produce coronaviruses, then the external threat is not 
some new killer virus, but rather destructive battlefield technology disguised as 
telecommunications technology.  

  
Anyone still looking at airborne particles and worried about contaminated surfaces is 
missing the point completely.  
  

 Secondly, building upon the first point, if the NWO (New World Order) controllers 
running this agenda have the power to induce people to make coronaviruses, or 
even a specific strain like SARS-CoV-2 (assuming it 'exists'...), then there is no 
‘contagion' or viral spread as such. [Now confirmed true!] 

  
Some such as Dr. Stefan Lanka believe contagion itself is a myth... 
  
Either way, there is no medical or legal justification for shutting down small businesses, 
quarantining and isolating people, forced mask wearing and social distancing, because 
in this scenario some new virus is not being spread; people are being induced to create 
it inside their own bodies.  
  

 Thirdly, it adds more weight to the idea that 5G mimics electroporation, 
the microbiology technique which uses an electrical pulse to create temporary 
pores in cell membranes through which substances like chemicals, drugs or DNA 
can be introduced into the cell.  

  
Both electroporation and 5G use pulsed waves to open up the cell, thus allowing the 
DNA inside to be altered. 
  

 Fourthly, this research further bolsters the idea that the COVID phenomenon is 
linked to oxygen shortage (aka hypoxia or under oxygenation).  

  
This is explained in several ways, e.g. by the theory of Dr. Robert Young that COVID is 
actually blood coagulation, and by the 5G 60GHz effect on oxygen molecules. To recap, 
it is a fact that the 60 GHz band (used by 5G) affects oxygen. Dr. Zack Bush, Dr. 
Anthony Kaufman, Dr. Thomas Cowell, and others have confirmed this as well. 
  
For instance, these technology/telecommunications websites (here, here and here) 
explain how oxygen absorbs a very high percentage (98% on one website) of 60 GHz 
waves, therefore making it undesirable and ineffective for radio and communication.  
  
That analysis, of course, is from the viewpoint of efficient telecommunication.  

https://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/esp_sociopol_nwo.htm
https://thefreedomarticles.com/dr-stefan-lanka-2020-article-reveals-virus-misconception/
https://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/scalar_tech/esp_scalartech_cellphonesmicrowave158.htm
https://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/ciencia3/ciencia_coronavirus115.htm
https://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/ciencia3/ciencia_coronavirus115.htm
https://www.rfglobalnet.com/doc/fixed-wireless-communications-at-60ghz-unique-0001
https://www.everythingrf.com/community/why-is-the-60-ghz-band-not-good-for-long-range-communications
https://vtechworks.lib.vt.edu/handle/10919/35234
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However, in all of this you need to come at this from the opposite dimension and need 
to be asking: 
I am coming to the topic looking at it from a health perspective, so I don't care how 
much O2 is impeding telecommunications, I care about how much the 60 GHz is 
impeding my ability to breathe! 
 
Dana Ashlie explains this in her February, 2020 video that when the O2 molecules 
absorb the 60 GHz waves, it affects the spin of their electrons: 
 
The bottom line here is that Covid-19 and 60Ghz is a death moment for its 
victims. 
  
Changes to these spin frequencies in turn have impacts on human biology. It reduces 
the oxygen molecules' ability to fully bind with and saturate the hemoglobin in our blood, 
thus preventing us from fully uptaking oxygen, thus depriving us of fully oxygenating 
ourselves.  
  
With lower oxygen levels, our energy and immunity falls, and we become weaker.  With 
this new information, think back to some of the headlines from January this year, e.g. 
Huawei Builds 5G Base Stations to Help Fight Corona Virus.  
  
Did you catch that - to "help" fight coronavirus...?!  It's a sick joke...  Show me the proof 
that 5G can be made safer or fight a fake virus! 
  
The cause of our problems is again presented as the solution.  It’s all bovine 
excrement!! 
   

Final Thoughts 
  
This research is another crucial piece of the puzzle. We have known for a while now 
that artificial EMF is causing great harm to us.  
  
We have also known for a while that 5G is extremely dangerous in many ways, 
including, 

 hijacking our sweat duct antennae 
 bombarding us with pulsed waves (more damaging than continuous wave 

radiation) 
 amplifying DNA damage via VGCCs 
 promoting deep EMF penetration  
 having mutagenic and carcinogenic effects, 

...being emitted from a phased array structure that has been used for crowd dispersal.  
  
This research is more evidence that we are being deliberately poisoned, and that 
tales of species-jumping bat viruses from China are a red herring... 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v0-6JTr2Ifo
https://www.somagnews.com/huawei-builds-5g-base-stations-help-fight-corona-virus/
https://thefreedomarticles.com/aluminum-fluoride-glyphosate-emf-deliberate-concoction-pineal-gland/
https://thefreedomarticles.com/5g-danger-13-reasons-health-disaster/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Red_herring
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We must continue to be vigilant in opposing 5G in all its forms, and doing what we can 
in our local area to prevent the 5G rollout. Our DNA depends on it.  Our very life 
depends upon it! 
  
However, we must also be aware that space-based 5G satellites have been deployed 
earlier this year by SpaceX (run by Elon Musk), and other companies including, 

 Amazon 
 OneWeb  
 TeleSat, 

...have either done so as well or are about to.  
  
Time is running low for humanity to wake up... 
 
On Wednesday, October 28th, 2020, full power for 5G gets the “GREEN LIGHT”.  As the 
telecoms begin to modulate, i.e., turn up the rheostat controller, deaths will begin to 
show a spike in the statistics.  The corrupt health agencies will call it failure to heed their 
advice earlier this year.  The trick is in the Gigahertz level; it will be increased slowly like 
a dimmer light switch in the living room of a modern home.  You may have such dimmer 
switch lighting in your home.   
 
October 28, 2020 is the formal date for the FCC decision is granted to turn-on full power 
of 5G.  The last two pages of this contain the 5G Strategy and Agenda for both Smart 
Meters and Cell Towers.  As this chart shows, 5G will be ramped up gradually over a 
period of 28 days, part of the plan to make this appear to be pathogenic contagion, 
when in reality it will be the result of wireless 5G EMF radiation sickness.  
 
 I was given this information a few months ago by an anonymous source.  I cannot 
confirm or negate the contents and so one has to take its content on faith and trust.  My 
thoughts on this information is that it came from someone well-connected inside the 
telecommunications industry as a ‘whistle-blower’ concerned for his/her safety as well 
as any family members at risk.  We know that plans are always subject to change, and 
that in this case, it would be a welcomed possibility.   
 
I know that since 2019 at least three different videos were posted by telecom workers 
exposing the basics of what 5G will bring to humanity.  There are no effective ways of 
mitigating [stopping 5G energy radiation]; no pendants, no fabric, no paints, no clothing, 
no hoodies, etc.  I wear a hoodie to militate against a nearby 4G cell tower.  The hoodie 
that I use for my Lymphedema is only rated at 1Gigahertz.  Cities with large 5G 
networks will literally bathe people in 5G wireless EMF radiation sickness and there are 
no effective ways of preventing this “Silent Weapon for Quiet Wars”.   
 
The target cities and geographical location will play a significant factor in this, more so 
than rural areas.  So far in my area, there is only one 5G AT&T base station about 15 
miles away.  I live in a rural area where it will be months before AT&T will have 5G Wi-Fi 
from what a sales representative told me over the phone.  A lot depends on where you 
live in this spectrum of 5G coverage.   
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Sources 
 https://web.archive.org/web/20200722024413/https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/3

2668870/ 
 https://web.archive.org/web/20200722140203/https://www.biolifesas.org/biolife/w

p-content/uploads/2020/07/FIORANELLI.pdf 
 https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/32668870/ OLD 
 https://www.biolifesas.org/biolife/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/FIORANELLI.pdf 

OLD 
 https://thefreedomarticles.com/coronavirus-5g-connection-coverup-vaccines-

transhumanism/ 
 https://thefreedomarticles.com/5g-iot-technological-control-grid/ 
 https://thefreedomarticles.com/doctor-reveals-corona-effect-blood-coagulation/ 
 https://www.rfglobalnet.com/doc/fixed-wireless-communications-at-60ghz-unique-

0001 
 https://www.everythingrf.com/community/why-is-the-60-ghz-band-not-good-for-

long-range-communications 
 https://vtechworks.lib.vt.edu/handle/10919/35234 
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CtfqUtW_8AA 
 https://thefreedomarticles.com/aluminum-fluoride-glyphosate-emf-deliberate-

concoction-pineal-gland/ 
 https://thefreedomarticles.com/5g-danger-13-reasons-health-disaster/ 

 
Not all links may be still accessible at this date, as some may have been removed 
since first reported.  Anything related to 5G is being seriously censored.  I have 
been blocked from saving many documents which provide the evidence exposing 
5G and Covid-19.  I actually have been shocked from time to time by being able to 
download and save a document.  Censoring is a major issue! 
 
Important Thought to Always Remember:   
"To learn who rules over you, simply find out who you are not allowed to criticize" ~ 
Voltaire. 

 
5G Strategy and Agenda 

 
Smart Meters 

NOTE: Average Smart Meter (4G) is ~7 gigahertz. Airport security scanning machines 
are ~10 gigahertz. [Smart Meters unlike cell towers are not installed nationwide. There 
are 300,000 cell towers across the country.] 
 
Day 1 (October 28th) 
Meter 10 gigahertz – People are not noticing that their smart meter has been slightly 
cranked up. 
 
Day 7 (November 4th) 

https://web.archive.org/web/20200722024413/https:/pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/32668870/
https://web.archive.org/web/20200722024413/https:/pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/32668870/
https://web.archive.org/web/20200722140203/https:/www.biolifesas.org/biolife/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/FIORANELLI.pdf
https://web.archive.org/web/20200722140203/https:/www.biolifesas.org/biolife/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/FIORANELLI.pdf
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/32668870/
https://www.biolifesas.org/biolife/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/FIORANELLI.pdf
https://thefreedomarticles.com/coronavirus-5g-connection-coverup-vaccines-transhumanism/
https://thefreedomarticles.com/coronavirus-5g-connection-coverup-vaccines-transhumanism/
https://thefreedomarticles.com/5g-iot-technological-control-grid/
https://thefreedomarticles.com/doctor-reveals-corona-effect-blood-coagulation/
https://www.rfglobalnet.com/doc/fixed-wireless-communications-at-60ghz-unique-0001
https://www.rfglobalnet.com/doc/fixed-wireless-communications-at-60ghz-unique-0001
https://www.everythingrf.com/community/why-is-the-60-ghz-band-not-good-for-long-range-communications
https://www.everythingrf.com/community/why-is-the-60-ghz-band-not-good-for-long-range-communications
https://vtechworks.lib.vt.edu/handle/10919/35234
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CtfqUtW_8AA
https://thefreedomarticles.com/aluminum-fluoride-glyphosate-emf-deliberate-concoction-pineal-gland/
https://thefreedomarticles.com/aluminum-fluoride-glyphosate-emf-deliberate-concoction-pineal-gland/
https://thefreedomarticles.com/5g-danger-13-reasons-health-disaster/
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Meter 20 gigahertz – Some people are now noticing change in frequency but do 
nothing. 
 
Day 10 (November 7th) 
Meter 35 gigahertz – At this frequency, electrons on oxygen are spinning and people 
begin to feel symptoms of oxygen deprivation (shortness of breath, dizziness, tiredness, 
and difficulty in breathing) but are not leaving “kill” zone. In all probability the media is 
telling them they have the corona virus. 
 
Day 10-14 (November 7th thru 11th) 
Meter 35 gigahertz – Extreme symptoms of oxygen deprivation. People are rushing to 
hospitals. By November 11th, the majority (~75%) of people are dead. 
 
Day 15-18 (November 12th thru 15th) 
Meters 50 gigahertz. By Day 16 ALL LIFE in the “kill” zone is dead. Inside “kill” zone 
there are “pockets” of “safe” zones. Deep inside the “safe” zones, life is still surviving. 
(People living on the fringes of the “safe” zone are now dead.) People living deep inside 
the “safe” zones, may not know it, but they are now trapped inside the “kill” zone. 
 
Day 19 (November 16th) 
“Kill” zone meters cranked up to 60 gigahertz. There are people still alive deep inside 
the “safe” zones inside the “kill” zone. They believe they are still safe. The 60 gigahertz 
frequency surging through the “kill” zone smart meters causes mass explosions and all 
the houses and buildings in the “kill” zone burst into flames and are reduced to ashes. 
 

People deep inside the “safe” zones are absolutely terrorized (planned agenda) out of 
their wits as they witness the “kill” zone holocaust. 
 
Day 20-21 
(See Cell Towers Agenda for how people in the “safe” zones die.) 
Go to Tower Agenda (next page) 

 
Cell Towers 

Day 1-9 (October 28th thru November 6th) 
Cell towers in the “kill” zones 10 gigahertz. People are experiencing effects, for 
example, ringing in ears, headaches and other signs of the 4G. Some may complain but 
the majority of people will go on with their daily lives. Cell towers in the “safe” zones 4G 
(7 gigahertz). 
 
Day 10 (November 7th) 
Cell towers in the “kill” zone 35 gigahertz – At 35 gigahertz, electrons on oxygen are 
spinning and people begin to feel symptoms of oxygen deprivation (shortness of breath, 
dizziness, tiredness, and difficulty in breathing) but are not leaving “kill” zone. In all 
probability the media is telling them they have the corona virus. Cell towers in the “safe” 
zones 4G (~7 gigahertz). 
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Day 10-14 (November 7th thru 11th) 
Cell towers in “kill” zone are 35 gigahertz – Extreme symptoms of oxygen deprivation. 
People are rushing to hospitals. By November 11th, ~75% of people are dead. Cell 
towers in the “safe” zones 4G (~7 gigahertz). 
 
Day 15-17 (November 12th thru 14th) 
Day 15, cell towers in the “kill” zone 50 gigahertz. By Day 16, ALL LIFE in the “kill” zone 
is dead. Inside “kill” zone there are “pockets” of “safe” zones. Deep inside the “safe” 
zones, people are still alive. (People living on the fringes of the “safe” zone are dead.) 
People who are alive deep inside the “safe” zones do not know they are now trapped 
inside the “safe” zone. Cell towers in the “safe” zones still 4G (~7 gigahertz). 
Day 18-21 (November 15th thru 18th) 
 
Day 18, “kill” zone towers cranked up to 60 gigahertz. Absolutely nothing will be able to 
survive in the “kill” zone now. People are still alive deep inside the “safe” zones. They 
believe they are safe. However, they begin to experience oxygen deprivation from the 
effect of the “kill” zone towers’ 60 gigahertz frequency. “Safe” zone towers are still at 4G 
(~7 gigahertz). 
 
Day 19 the same day “safe” zone people witness “kill” zone holocaust, “safe” zone 
towers are cranked up to 35 gigahertz. Terrorized and traumatized, “safe” zone people 
are feeling the full effect of oxygen deprivation. People panic as they realize they are 
trapped in a “kill” zone. Some try to escape out of the “kill” zone, only to be “cooked” 
alive by the “kill” zone towers’ 60 gigahertz frequency, an even more horrible and painful 
death than if they had stayed. 
 
Day 20, painfully suffering from severe oxygen deprivation, the few remaining “safe” 
zone people are filled with anxiety and despair, as they realize they are dying and will 
share the same fate as those who were incinerated in the “kill” zone on Day 19th. 
Day 21, ALL LIFE in the entire “kill” zone is dead. The “safe” zone meters are cranked 
up to 60 gigahertz. All houses and buildings in the “safe” zone immediately explode, 
ignite and burn and are reduced to ashes. 
 
Day 22-50 (29 days) 
Day 22, cell towers in the “kill” zone are cranking out 60 gigahertz frequency. Soon, all 
plant life in the “kill” zone will be “cooked” and dead. Anyone attempting to enter the 
“kill” zone will die within two days. 
 
Day 50, the cell towers in the “kill” zone are shut down. Not until one year has passed 
will the “kill” zone have enough breathable oxygen to sustain life. 
 
If you doubt for a single moment that this is not about the Depopulation agenda, then go 
search up “The Georgia Guide Stones” in Elberton, GA.  When you read the first New 
Age commandment, ask yourself how is it they will get rid of 7-Billion people? 
 
These ten New Age commandments read, 
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1. Maintain humanity under 500,000,000 in perpetual balance with nature.  
2. Guide reproduction wisely—improving fitness and diversity.  
3. Unite humanity with a living new language.  
4. Rule Passion—Faith—Tradition—and all things with tempered reason.  
5. Protect people and nations with fair laws and just courts.  
6. Let all nations rule internally resolving external disputes in a world court. 
7. Avoid petty laws and useless officials.  
8. Balance personal rights with social duties.  
9. Prize truth—beauty—love—seeking harmony with the infinite.  
10. Be not a cancer on the earth—Leave room for nature—Leave room for nature. 
 
 
The meaning of the commandments are simple to understand, 
 
1. We must massively reduce the earth’s population in harmony with "Mother Earth."  
2. We must manage the remaining people’s ability to reproduce, creating a pseudo- 
evolutionary system of survival of the fittest.  
3. Turn back God’s order of man to pre-Tower of Babel times. 
4. Tolerance must rule, even over truth.  
5. All humanity must come under a system of international law. International law means 
world management via a supranational authority.  
6. Each nation is accountable to the dictates of a world law authority. Sovereignty, in its 
presently understood form, would no longer exist.  
7. I actually like this one!  
8. Mankind will be subject to the group’s concept of social responsibility, whatever that 
may be.  
9. Those alive in this new order are to see God alive in all things—plants, rocks, 
animals, space, water, fire, air, and people. The idea is simple: God is in all because 
God is all. You too are therefore a god.  
10. Humanity must recognize its secondary place in "creation." Nature, embodied as a 
"god," comes first.  
 
Even the positions of the stones play a role in displaying this mystical/political message. 
The four upright blocks are "oriented to the limits of the migration of the moon during the 
course of the year." Drilled through the center pillar is an eye-level, oblique hole going 
north to south through the Gnomen stone "so that the North Star is always visible, 
symbolizing constancy and orientation with the forces of nature." A slot is also cut 
through the Gnomen stone, aligning with the rising sun at the winter and Summer 
Solstices. More astronomical features are built into the monument. 
 
 
Blessings, 
Pastor Bob Reid, EvanTeachr@aol.com 
www.pastorbobreid.com 
http://jesusisthewaythetruththelife.com/node/22 
 


